OH0 / DJ5HG in KO09lw
After a travel of five weeks to Central Finland, to the Ålands, and to Helsinki I am back home now.
Here are the impressions, results and recommendations.

1. The Aim of this Travel
The intention of this holiday was to test my own digital mode PSK2k for meteor scatter.
Unfortunately, I did not simulate the operation with the special callsign OH0/DJ5HG. Indeed,
immediately after the portable station was operational, I detected a bug, which prevented the use of
prefixes longer than 2 characters. It was easy to improve the program by a change of a 2 into a 3 or
4. But the problem remained: Even if I would have sent CQ de OH0/DJ5HG, none of the other
PSK2k users would be able to decode this as long as there wouldn't be a new release. My portable
station hardware was complete, but I did not take the compiler with me.
As a workaround I used the callsign OH/DJ5HG/0. But again Murphy was present. A second bug
prevented to generate the meteor scatter standard procedure by a double click on a decoded CQ
with a callsign of more than 9 characters. Only a manual entry of this callsign would have led to a
QSO. This would have worked. But there was no internet to say this to the community. After two
days of trials I switched over to FSK441.

2. FSK441
The problem with FSK441 is that it needs the permanent observation by the operator. But the
holiday with my wife Antje was planned to be free of any time constraints caused by ham radio.
PSK2k with it's automatic operation fully complies with this requirement, FSK441 does not.
Unfortunately, the weather was not as good as in many earlier holidays in Scandinavia. Heavy
winds permanently blew clouds over the island. And the temperature was unusually low this year.
This was the chance for WSJT!

3. Results
The time after breakfast until lunch was FSK441-time for 9 days. I had 102 random contacts via
meteor scatter with 93 callsigns. 90 callsigns reached full confirmation. Figure 1 shows the locators
of all meteor scatter contacts. CW and SSB contacts are not included here. In the QSOs with LY and
SM2 there was significant tropo background, but only MS-pings were easily decoded.

Figure 1. Locators reached by meteorscatter from KO09lw.

4. Meteorscatter Pileup
Both, the DXCC-country Åland (OH0) and the locator KO09 are rare. This caused a pileup on
several days. On July 10 the queue remained 10 callsigns long for several hours, and I had to stop
operation at lunch-time with still 10 callsigns on the list. Such a queue is no real problem in SSB or
CW operation. But the situation is quite different in meteor scatter:
(1) The calling stations do not hear each other. They do not have any knowledge on the length of the
queue.
(2) A meteor scatter QSO can last 30 minutes or longer (I had two QSOs of 90 minutes!). So
working the queue is not a task of a few minutes.
The operator who serves a queue permanently has to make decisions that differ from normal
operation. Example: How long should I send 73 after reception of RRR? If there is a queue, you
have to decide between full satisfaction of the one operator at the other end in the actual QSO or
satisfaction of as many stations as possible - at the cost, that some stations do not know whether
their QSO is C or NC.
Another problem is the timeout for a QSO. If the queue is long and if you get decoded calls of
several stations every minute, then you cannot wait infinitely long for a final RRR from a specific
station, which meanwhile may be in QRL. I set the timeout individually depending on the queue
and on the distance between 20 and 100 minutes. A few times I inserted a QSO with antenna turned
by 90°. An example is the QSO with PE1L. I waited for an RRR from YO for 30 minutes, but got
shots (see chapter 8) with 1L, PE, ... in nearly every period. So I turned the antenna, sent my R27 to
him for 30 seconds and clearly heard a loud RRR ringing after 1 second of listening - at my end a
QSO in 31 seconds, at his end probably more than 30 minutes. After 3 minutes the antenna again
was directed to YO.

5. Kökar
Kökar is a rocky island of about 50 square kilometers within the Åland archipelago. Kökar has 260
inhabitants, one shop, one church. The bank office, post office and medicine office are served by
one person. If you want to visit a cinema or disco, this takes at least 30 hours. It needs booking of
two (of six) ferries and the hotel. If you do not like such excursions, it is a paradise, especially if
you prefer a bicycle (or a sea-kajak) instead of a car.

Figure 2. The QSL-card shows a typical view over the island.

6. The Local Conditions
The local conditions were not as good as I hoped. From South to West there was a rocky hill
considerably higher than my antenna which was only 9m above sea level. Therefore the maximal
distance for MS-QSOs was reduced to about 1700 km in that section, and the number of usable
pings was decreased for distances larger than 1300 km. GW8JLY, F4EGA, F5JNX, and 9A9L surely
were beyond my horizon.
The electrical power supply mainly is generated by a single old windmill on this island. The voltage
rapidly changed between 200 and 250 Volts. The local supply allowed operation of up to 500 Watts
output, sometimes only 400 Watts.
An LNA was used at the mast, 18 m H2000 cable, Kuhne TR144 H+40, all frequencies GPScontrolled (but not the sample frequency).
Sun-noise was a severe problem. I used a fixed elevation of 8°. Although the sun shines nearly 24
hours, it is not very high over the horizon. This made it impossible to work to Russia in the early
morning, when everybody in Western Europe still is sleeping. This may be the reason for the
disappointing low number of R-stations worked.

Figure 3. The antenna was a group of two Flexa FX-213 which has an optimal ratio of gain to wind
resistance. The elements are photographed from a position where the reflection condition for
element = meteor trail, sun = station A, and camera = station B is satisfied. The illumination
vanishes if the camera is moved 0.5 m. The footprint of an underdense meteor reflection on Earth is
only a few kilometers wide.

7. The Meteor Shower
The first half of July probably is the best period for meteor scatter by digital modes. Other showers
like the perseids with their long bursts are good for SSB and HSCW. But the number of pings does
not reach the values observed in early July. I published optimal QTF-values for the wellknown λGeminids and ν-Geminids which are active in July. But the rapid decrease of the meteors at about
11:00 UTC indicates that the majority of the pings cannot be caused by these Geminids.

8. Shots
Very short pings - I call them shots - indicate that at least one of both antennas in a contact has a
wrong direction. In my case of OH0/DJ5HG, I assumed that the other station uses a meaningful
QTF. So if I heard shots my antenna was wrong. Unfortunately shots are so short that a decode
never resolves a callsign. The only chance is to turn the antenna in steps of about 20° and to wait for
decodable pings. This was the way I found the calls of SM2CEW and OH9HEU (if you are in the
North you do not have the idea that someone may be even more in the North). A second QSO with
OH9HEU ran purely in backscatter. Also YO9MN was recognized by many shots when I was in QSO
with PA7RP. The search for the callsign took 30 minutes!

9. Recommendations
In a pileup the situations at both ends of a QSO are quite different. The DX-station gets many calls
every period, and RRRs from all stations which did not get their 73, and 73 and TNX from several
stations. The most important task is to clearly identify the RRR for the actual QSO. That's not easy
if a station only sends RRR without any other information. As a result of the last activity I
recommend the following:
(1) Do not start a call to a DX-station, which probably has a pileup, before you got it's complete
callsign via pings (not bursts, not shots).
(2) Call the station with both full callsigns and report. In this case you only need one single
personal reception from the DX-station (with R+report), and the DX-station is free for
decisions upon sending 73 or reply to the next station when it received your RRR.
(3) If you hear the DX-station in QSO with others, do not stop calling! You do not cause QRM.
The DX-station needs the decodes for further decisions.
(4) Your transmission of RRR or 73 must contain at least the suffix of your callsign.
(5) Try set your QRG such that the decodes of the DX-station show a df-value around zero.
Comment to (1,2): Indeed, I decoded callsign callsign callsign ... This may be
adequate on HF but not in meteor scatter. Two times, when monitoring my QRG, I decoded CQcalls from other stations. So it is not clear who calls whom. I completely ignored such calls.
Comment to (3): If there is no report in the call the QSO duration as seen from the DX-station
usually is doubled. Let T1 be the average time to get the callsign, and T2 the average time to get
RRR or 73. Then a QSO started with report lasts (measured from the first transmission of the DXstation)
T1 + T2 for BBB AAA R report and BBB RRR
A QSO started with the call AAA BBB needs the DX-station time
T1 + T1 + T1 + T2 (BBB AAA report, AAA BBB R report, BBB AAA RRR, BBB 73)
In the case of OH0/DJ5HG such calls were pushed to the end of the queue.
Comment to (4): After reception of RRR the DX-station cannot send 73 until it gets back
something like 73 or TNX. Often the other station does not get the 73 or decodes of following
QSOs. I observed stations still sending RRR while I meanwhile had finished three further QSOs.
Sometimes I then inserted personal 73 to such a station. But in the time they need to get the 73, I
could finish four QSOs with others. The problem is to identify the RRR of the actual QSO. A station
only sent RRRR RRRR RRRR RRRR RRRR RRRR. Since at that time no other station was
sending RRR I accepted this. In the next QSO I got many times RRR with the same structure 4 Rs, 1
blank, 4 Rs, 2 blanks, 4 Rs, 1 blank, 4 Rs, 2 blanks. Sorry, may be both used this structure. I cannot
know this. So the second QSO remains NC.
Comment to (5): The DX-station should not be forced to change TX-QRG. This would irritate the
other stations. Several times I was forced to QSY with the RIT up to 500 Hz to get good decodes.
As a consequence all decodes of other stations are poor. Only when my decodes were good (using
the RIT) but the other station in QSO obviously had problems, I also QSYed the TX. Several times
this immediately had success. I observed df of 600 Hz!

The most difficult reception of RRR was that from GW8JLY. The first indication of a possible RRR
was (buried between other calls and much garbage):
092530 8.6 160 1 26 -236
AU VF HQ JLY . JOR1 FLYW
This signal probably has a repetition length of 11 characters, which differs from the previous call.
Six minutes later these two tiny pings:
093130 8.0 160 1 26 -107
RVP2R
HI RRS F . YO R
093130 8.6 160 1 26 -107
RRQTRR BL9 R R2T JLU72.
The repetition length also may be 11. Since at that time no other station could have sent something
like this, I accepted it as the final RRR. But I waited further 13 minutes for a better confirmation,
which did not came.

10. List of Callsigns Worked via Meteorscatter
Non-complete contacts are marked by *NC*. The number of QSOs is enclosed in ( ).
9A3INA, 9A9L, 9A9Y,
DB8AT, DC9YC, DF1AN (2), DF8IK, DH8BQA, DG0VOG, DG1BHA, DJ0MEO,
DJ6AG, DJ9EV, DJ9MG, DK1CO, DK2PH (2), DK5OX (2), DK9TF, DL1RNW, DL2HWA,
DL4DWA, DL4WO, DL6YBF, DL8DAU, DL8HCO, DL8SCQ, DM2ECM (2),
F4EGA, F5JNX,
G4SWX, M0KWP, GM6VXB, GW8JLY
HA0DU, HA0HO, HA0MK *NC* (2), HA4XG, HA6VV (3), HA6KVC (2), HA8CE,
IV3DXW,
LY2IJ,
LZ2FO (2),
OH9HEU (2),
OK1MDK, OK2AF, OK2BRD, OK2PWY, OK2PM, OK2PMS,
OM3RMW, OM5CM
ON6NL,
PA1BVM, PA2DW, PA3FPQ, PA4EME, PA7RP (2), PD0HCV (2), PD0ORT, PD2TW, PE1DAB,
PE1GNP, PE1L, PF7M, PI9CM,
S52FO, S54T,
SM2CEW,
SP2MKO *NC*, SP6NVN, SP8WJW,
RA3EL, RN6DJ, UA3PTW, UA3WM,
US8ZAL, UT5ER, UX2SB, UY1HY, UY5HF,
YO3DDZ, YO3GDY *NC*, YO4GJH, YO9MN
YT3I, YT3N, YU1EV, YU1IO, YU7TRI

11. Comparison FSK441 vs. PSK441
FSK441 is an easy-to-use digital mode. It encodes every character into a sequence of three tones out
of four different tones. The disadvantage is that the decoded characters are not very confident. As an
example here all my decodes of the QSO with DK2PH:
112531
112630
112730
112800
112730
113230
113230
113230
113230
113330
113330
113330
113330
113424
113430
113430
113530
113530
113530
113630
113630
113730
113730
113730

Transmitting: FSK441
21.2
80 4 16 -64
13.5
80 2 16 -64
Transmitting: FSK441
13.5 160 1 26 -64
14.0 120 3 26 -64
21.1 160 4 26 -64
21.4
80 3 16 -64
12.6 100 5 16 -64
15.0 100 4 16 -107
19.3 640 9 26 -64
23.7 180 8 26 -64
28.5 360 5 26 -64
Transmitting: FSK441
6.2 100 7 16 -64
27.7 220 6 26 -64
4.9
60 3 16 -193
14.7 180 6 26 -64
20.8
80 5 16 -64
13.5 160 4 26 -64
20.9 480 3 26 -64
18.7
80 3 16 -64
22.1 140 5 26 -64
25.5 280 5 26 -64

CQ OH0/DJ5HG KO09LW
HG DK2PI K0
YG DK6PH O90/
QRZ OH0/DJ5HG
J5YG DK6PH N9W/GJJX5 EF8
PH 26 26 OH,/DJ5U U
M J5HG DK2PH 26 6,OX0/AJ
5HG DK PH,26 .
LJ5HG DK2PH 36#3
XG DK2PK 26 Q 7F
GJ5HGODI2PH 26 36 OH0/DJ5HG DK2PH 26 26
26 26 OH0/DJ5HG DK2RH V #
OGK2PH 26 2 OH0/LJ5JG K2PH 6 F# OHW G
DK2PH OH0/DJ5HG R26 R26
TK2PH 26 26 OH0/D
$0/DJ5HG DK2PH 26 26 OH0/DJ5HG /E
02PH 12 F E
5$G DK2PH 26 26 OH0MDJ5HG FO
PHODK2PH DK6P
H DKBPH DK2PH DK2XH $I2AH
2PH DK2PI FK2QH DK2TH GK PH DK2PI DK2TH
RRR DK#EI R2NU
RRRR DK2PH RRRR RVRI F
DK2PH
VORR R DK2PH RRRR RVRR DK2EJ R

Although there were some false decodes, at 11:34 I was confident that it was the callsign DK2PH.
The decoding problem obviously existed at both ends. DK2PH sends back a sequence of his callsign
(113630), obviously because he could not be confident that I really sent his correct callsign. This is
the optimal procedure. Nevertheless, this sequence (113630) was very irritating. The very first
decode (112630) was DK2PI, and now two decodes with DK2PI followed. You are forced to get
the same decoded text many times to get confidence. A sked via the internet considerably reduces
the necessary traffik via the radio waves. But this activation of OH0 shows that FSK441 can
communicate the callsigns confidently by repetition (zero errors in 102 QSOs, no internet
available). Unfortunately, repetition is the most inefficient way to get confidence. PSK2k uses
forward error correction and checksums to get full confidence from a single decode. Only fully
confident messages are displayed.

12. QSL-Information
If no QSL-card from you received me the direct way until Aug 31, 2012, my card will be sent via
the bureau in September. My address is:
Klaus von der Heide, Seestr.129, D-21514 Güster

